boy, as was the wide moorland in the Sheffield district. Return to East Yorkshire 1 knew less well, though I had stayed at Yorkshire Bransby with my friend Hugh Fairfax Cholmeley, in his farmhouse, enlarged by Detmar Blow, which was full of Gimson and Barnsley furniture, Now I returned to this part of Yorkshire to stay at Helrasley with Athole Hay, at his brother Robin's house, Skurkhill, Athole was a contemporary of my son John at Worcester College, Oxford. About Helmsley lies noble country; but I missed the austere stone barns and farmhouses, of which there were so many in the West Riding. Of fine mansions there was no lack. Burton Agnes, with its lovely pink brick, and Newborough—Mrs Hohler was anxious I should see the treasures there; but on our way to Coxwold dark clouds were gathering; a storm was blowing up and when we got to Newborough the house was so dark we could see nothing. Mrs Hohler rang for lights; a butler brought a single small lamp, which scarcely lighted the tea-table, leaving the room darker than ever. Nevertheless, our hostess took us round the great house, carrying a small torch, turning its light on to vast canvases a few inches of which alone were visible. Under these conditions it was difficult to support her generous attributions of the paintings. But the genuineness of the uniform worn by her grandfather at Balaclava, as the torch lighted up its bright braid and buttons, was indubitable.
We went more than once to Rievaulx, to the remote and haunting valley where the ruins stand, silent and imposing. When I first saw Rievaulx some forty years earlier, a tangle of bushes and briars filled nave and transepts; trees had grown up among the crumbling walls, and nature herself seemed to have taken the old Abbey buildings, neglected of man, to her bosom. Now Sir Charles Peers, sent by the Office of Works, has cleared away trees and undergrowth, restored the floor levels, freed and repaired the walls and saved them from destructive roots and the embrace of clinging creepers. Some regret I felt for the wilder, unrestrained appearance, no doubt beautified, as memories are, by the
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